
Chapter 3.5 
Media & Communication "Improvements" 

SOME ITEMS FROM A CHRISTIAN'S VIEW FOR CHRISTIANS TO THINK ABOUT 
A few years back, a Freemason came to Christ. He went into Christian work, carrying on 

various ministries. He ended up helping establish a Christian radio station and a call in program. 
This was in New Mexico. (Further details are being omitted.) The call-in radio show was a big 
hit. In order to take all the calls over 20 local ministers manned the phone lines each night. One 
day this man went on the air to tell his testimony of how he came to Christ from Freemasonry. 
Before he went on the air, many callers had tried to prevent the radio station from letting him 
talk. When he went on the air, the ministers who regularly showed up to take calls didn't. Out 
of over twenty, only two showed that night. The ex-mayor of the city, a Mormon called after 
the show to the station and yelled at great length at them that their ministry was finished, that 
he would no longer support the station. That Christian station became moribund after that, and 
support for it simply died. Such is the power of Freemasonry even over Christian radio stations.1 

Even Christian publishers and supposedly Christian radio and T.V. will rarely support 
Christians who could really expose the opponents of Christ, and who can really defend 
intelligently the Christian faith. Instead, they give us a steady supply of subjective emotional 
religious babyfood. (This Author won't get into an expose of the Christian publishers. Not that 
it couldn't be done. He will simply asked them out of love as a brother to take stock of 
themselves, and if need be to repent and serve Christ.) 

So-called Christian media may be a tool in the hand of the New-World-Order, but that 
doesn't get the rank-and-file Christians off the hook for their own gross dereliction of duty. 
Many of us calling ourselves Christians (should that not mean Christ-like?) give lip-service to 
the idea that there are two kingdoms, Christ's and Satan's, but then sit down in front of the 
Television and absorb uncritically Satan's Kingdom's propaganda. In fact we have absorbed so 
much of it, we can't recognize truth if it hit us over the head. Which someday it may. 

A CHRISTIAN REPORTS 
One Christian reports that the Illuminati paid Chuck Smith of Calvary Chapel two $4,000,000 

checks to start Maranatha Records and "Jesus Rock", in order to get rock music into the 
churches. Further, witches were trained as "spirit-filled" Christians and infiltrated into the 
companies of Sparrow Records, Birdwing Records, WORD Inc. Myrrh, Lexicon, and Light 
Records, and sent out such "ministries" as LoveSong, Children of the Day, Nancy Honeytree, 
Larry Norman, Chuck Girard, Phil Keaggy and others.2 

CHRISTIAN ROCK & NEW WORLD ORDER THEMES 
Christian rock has been coming out with albums promoting all the band-wagon themes of the 

New World Order, globalism, ecology, ect. including even the idea of a One-World-Church. 

CHRISTIAN ROCK & THE SPIRIT 
Christian rock music is identical with secular rock except that Christian words are used in the 

lyrics. Approving such music ignores that music is more than words but also beat, rhythm, and 



the combination of particular instruments. Christian rock is damaging the spirit of its listeners. 
The beat that almost all Christian music sold has is the same beat that is known to put people 
into trances. 

Why is witchcraft (and the New World Order it is in favor of) supporting such music? Because 
they know it is destroying the Christian faith and helping build their New World Order. 

TEST THE SPIRITS 
The Scriptures warn the Christians to test the spirits—to see if they are of God. Therefore, we 

can not blame anyone else if we have been negligent in carrying out this. I am not going to do 
an expose of "Christian" publishers, "Christian" television, "Christian" magazines—not that it 
couldn't be done—but that I hope they will quit worrying about being sucessful and concern 
themselves with being faithful. An example of one issue of a very respectable Christian magazine 
should serve the reader notice where our "Christian" media is at. The cover had a picture of 
Gorbechev and Bush hammering a sword into a plowshare. The article was entitled "CT Institute: 
An agenda for GLOBAL Reconciliation Senator Mark Hatfield envisions a new day for 
superpower relations."3 

So the Christians pick up something written by a 32° Mason who is into witchcraft and who 
wants to see a One-World-Government, and they are led to believe this is a great Christian 
Senator giving us his Christian wisdom. 

Believing that the best defense is an offense, and believing that we should be defenders of the 
faith once delievered, I am doing my little to counteract the deluge of false propoganda put out 
not only by the secular Media, but many of our "Christian" sources. 

WHO OWNS THE CHRISTIAN PUBLISHERS? 
Christians need to begin to examine who owns some of these Christian publishers. One report 

stated a British Insurance Executive claimed he owned 37% of Zondervan's 4.1 million shares.4 

Zondervan denied it. 

A MASONIC DOCUMENT 
A masonic document that was written for key members that were involved in the Rite of 

Mizraim and the Prieure de Sion is of interest at this point. The document was in French and is 
over 50 pages long. It circulated among key illuminated Masons during the 18th and 19th 
century. How important the document was in policy planning is open to debate, but it would 
seem to have either been policy or coincided with policy. On what basis does it seem to have 
been policy? Its principles have been carried out exactly over the last 200 years. A condensation, 
paraphrase of the translation is given below. This Author is not concerned with whether the 
document was or wasn't an actual policy plan, because what has happened historically is so close 
to the document that that in itself speaks for itself. Either by coincidence or design this document 
describes what has happened to the world. 

The Mass Media creates the thoughts of the people. It tells the people what they need, it allows 
the people to voice their complaints, and to express discontent. By using the power of the Press 
secretly we have also made much money. 

We are leading the people from one disenchantment to another. They will even tire of our rule 
and welcome the King/Priest dictatorship of the House of David that we have 
been preparing for centuries. 

Agents tell the people that in order to secure liberty, the international brotherhood of all, and  



their equality of rights they need to abuse their national governments. This is to be accomplished by 
a unification. But we do not tell them who will rule the unification. 

Who can overthrow an invisible force? Freemasonry remains   a mystery to the public 
and serves as a screen for us. 

It is critical to undermine all faith, destroy the principle of the Godhead, and replace it with 
materialism and mathematical calculations. Keep the public busy, put industry onto a speculative 
basis, and foster a desire for consumerism and wealth. 
We will slowly increase the centralization of government. 

We have created a class of specialists from our administrative branch that have developed the 
manipulation of the public into an art. This skilled manipulation uses theory, 
verbiage, regulations and other items and quirks which the public can't comprehend. 

The principle object is to debilitate the public's mind by criticism, and lead it away from serious 
reflection of what is really going on. These distractions along with sham fights 
will prevent resistence. 

We must bring them into a state of bewilderment by allowing and promoting so many 
contradictory opinions, that people will lose their heads in the labyrinth, and come to believe the 
best thing is to have no opinion of any kind in politics. 

Sow discord, dislocate the forces against us. Discourage sincere personal initiative. A man with 
genuis and initiative is more dangerous to us than millions of the public. 
In order that the real meaning of events are not realized they will masked with economic theories. 
We will manipulate government through public opinion, which we can create by the power of the 
Press. 

We will create tenor. We will harness the anarchists, the socialists, the Utopian dreamers so that 
they will bore away at the last foundations of the established form of order. We 
will not give them peace until the New World Order is in place. 

In order to carry out struggles, money is needed, and all the money is in our hands. 
We have fooled, corrupted, bemused, amused the youth with principles we know are false. We 

have created laws that are an incomprehensible tangled web. 
Should any city dare oppose us, we can terrorize it so that even the bravest will be intimidated. The 
subways, sewers, and other subterranean corridors can be mined and the city blown 
into the air along with its government, records, and service systems. 

We will be saviors to the mobs, who will vote us into power.   We   have   everyone 
regardless of qualifications voting,   because otherwise it will be difficult to get our consensus 
from a properly educated group of people. 
We set up republics with constitutions. And then use the press to condemn the rulers and make 
them impotent and inactive, and in effect they become useless and superfluous.    We put into 
power presidents from the masses, who can be blackmailed. The people in government are often not 
our own people, but our puppets who we can blackmail and destroy if they don't follow orders. 

In order to create conditions so that people will want a world government, every kind of trouble 
and discord must be promoted, including the inoculation of diseases, starvation 
and drug use. 

Secret Masonry is not known, and the aims are not even suspected by the cattle. They are 
attracted to us by our show lodges which serve to throw dust in the eyes of their 
fellowman. 

Any attempt to attack us by the press on its own will be stopped. But note that we ourselves will 
attack ourselves in the press—at predetermined points. Not a single pronouncement 
will reach the public without our control. The International News agencies are already ours, and 
use what we dictate to them. 



The masses look at events of the world through the glasses we provide them. 
We will neutralize the influence of the privately owned press. If ten privately owned presses are 

permitted, we will have 30, and so on. But the public will never suspect this, 
because our journals will be the most opposite in appearance, opinions, and procedures. The 
official publications are guarding our interests. Then come the semi-official 
publications. Then will come what appear to be the organs of opposition to us. Our real opposition 
at heart will accept this stimulated opposition as their own and will show us their 
cards. 

Like the Indian god Vishnu, we will have a hundred arms—   publications    of    all 
possible complexions. 

Our false attacks on ourselves wil convince the public that all organs that oppose 
us lack substance to their criticism. Our opponents will lack the ability to give full expression to 
their views because of the lack of their media power. We can ignore them. 

The masses must be retrained and given new employment periodically. Keep them further 
distracted with amusements, passions, games, sports of all kinds, art competition. They 
will grow less and less reflective, and adopt more and more our way of thinking. We will continue 
to direct their minds with all kinds of fantastic theories, new and apparently 
progressive. Progress, like a fallacious idea, serves to obscure truth, so that none may know truth 
but us. 
We have stage managed so many people over the years in many institutions. Our belief will not be 
examined, but the shortcomings of  the various beliefs of the masses will be discussed by our 
experts. 
In countries called progressive we have created senseless, filthy literature, to direct the masses to 
learn what knowledge we want them to know. 

Whenever we come into power, even into the New Order, Masons that know too much will be 
eliminated. 
We are facing only two major powers, the Russian Czar and the Papacy. [As the reader has learned, 
those have since both been captured by Masonic power.] The curious join the the Masonic Lodge. 
Using their vanity     they can be brought into a total state of slavish submission.   Their conceit 
allows us to bring them into a state of naivete. Masons who know too much are executed when 
required by a normal kind of illness. This action prevents any opposition from within Masonry 
itself. 

There you have it. Whatever we make of this Machiavellian-like document, it certainly 
describes what has happened. For instance, A. Ralph Epperson has written a fairly good book 
The Unseen Hand, which is a good introduction to the Conspiratorial View of History. However, 
who does he suggest people go to oppose the Conspiracy? To the Mormon Skousen an ex-FBI 
man, and especially to the John Birch Society (which perhaps Epperson is unaware was started 
by a 32 degree Mason with Rockefeller money). —See chapter 40 "Assistance" in The Unseen 
Hand.) By following Epperson's suggestion to call these groups, in effect, people are simply 
doing what the above documents states, that is: by setting up their own opposition they will learn 
what their opponents are saying and doing. This is not to say Epperson suspected that these 
groups are tools of the New World Order and intentionally gave bad advice. No, he believes the 
JBS is legitimate. That is why Be Wise As Serpents is needed even for those who are aware of 
the conspiracy. 

Isn't this simply creating paranoia? Not for those who will sincerely oppose the New Order. 
These people have learned that to fear is counterproductive. There are a certain group of these 
dedicated servants of God that have been beat up by demonic forces enough in their day to day 



life that they are no longer fearful of Satan, but are fully committed to depend on the power of 
Almighty God Yahweh. They are no longer concerned with who is with them, for they know the 
truth is on their side, and they realize the stakes are too high to dabble in petty fears. They will 
faithfully do what they must, and will let the chips fall where they fall. If they make mistakes, 
they learn and go on. They don't give up. 

What this chapter is calling those who oppose the New World Slave State to do, is to 
reevaluate the issues the Media is giving us. Many of the issues people are getting side-tracked 
on are intentional distractions by the One-World-Order. 

DOES FREE SPEECH EXIST? 



Yes, if you want to discuss anything but the details of the Conspiracy, or Christian values, or 
anything the Power doesn't care is talked about. Examples of "free spreech" include: 

•A man made anti-Jewish remarks on an East Broadway bus in 1940 and was jailed in a 
workhouse for 15 days by a Jewish judge.5 

•A Christian radio evangelist was forced by Jewish threats to apologize over the air for a 
comment made.6 

•Father Coughlin who was telling the public facts about the Power was forced off the air, 
banned by the Radio Assn., which made the ADL gleeful.7 

•Christians in Killingly, Conn. who objected to the film The Killing Fields as part of a three- 
day high school program, and others in Crown King, Az who objected to a school reading club 
being named "666" are labelled censors. The First Admendment gives everybody the rights of 
speech and protest. But Christians who try to exercise those rights are portrayed as censors by 
PAW's Attacks on Freedom to Learn and U.S. News & World Report, Nov. '88. 

•A Christian woman in Calif. Mrs. Evelyn Smith refused to rent to a unmarried couple living 
in sin. She believed God would judge her responsible if she permits people to engage in extra- 
marital sex on her property. Mrs. Smith was fined $454 dollars in out-of-pocket money to pay 
for the "damages" the unmarried couple supposedly received from her rejection of them as 
renters.8 Where was her First Amendment right to the free exercise of religion, and the 
promoise of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness? 

The examples could go on ad-nauseum. Christian freedom of speech, and the freedom to 
verbally oppose the One-World-Power are being muzzled. 

Christians continue to try to work through the system. (Their learning curve needs helped.) 
According to an article in the American Family Association Journal in 1989 the FCC (Federal 
Communications Commission) had received 400,000 complaints about indecency laws being 
violated in the last 20 years. They have prosecuted only one of those, that was eleven years back. 
The FCC demands that a tape or a video tape be sent with each complaint. But the FCC doesn't 
even have a VCR to view the tapes that they say must accompany any complaint. The complaints 
are simply sitting on a shelf gathering dust.9 

In Miami, an announcer regularly solicits young boys for teenage homosexual sex, the FCC 
does nothing10- this is freedom of speech. 
But what if a Christian wants to speak the truth even in love? 

The First Amendment has been stood on its head. Pornography, and every evil imagination 
along with witchcraft of all kinds can been openly discussed over the media and in public. This 
is hailed as Freedom of Speech. But if one wants to speak of morality, watch out you may be 
fined, threatened or end up in jail, like the above examples. And if you go through the corrupt 
system for redress, you may have your complaint gathering dust. 

In fact, the Media's anti-Christian bias is so blatant this Author feels somewhat rediculous for 
calling the reader's attention to the obvious. 

With New Age morality, the majority of Media elite have decided that a certain group of 
people are subhuman, and deserving death at the whim and fancy of another person, even 
teenagers.11 I'm referring to the death of millions of unborn children, that the media has 
promoted. 

The anti-Abortion protests have been large and extensive across the United States and have 
gone widely unreported. The brutallity inflicted on the abortion protestors has also gone 
essentially unreported. The slightest anti-Jewish, or anti-Aparteid protest is picked up by the 



Media and these items are given coverage way out of proportion to reality. Some of the items 
you didn't learn on the 6 o'clock news which show the police state we already live in (—true, 
it's a benevolent dictatorship): 

Pro-life (anti-abortion, anti-murder) protestors received the following treatment from the 
Benevolent One-World-Power:12 

A 72-year old bishop was seized, cuffed from behind and then lifted from the ground by billy 
clubs between his wrists to dislocate both shoulders. 

17 women college students had their clothes ripped off, were forced to walk in the nude, in some 
cases crawl, and some were sexually assulted. 

In other towns women were stripped searched and the cavity searched; others were stripped to 
the waist and dragged through the jail by their bras with breasts exposed. 

Two protestors were driven over by a car while police stood by and watched. The driver was 
only arrested two days later after the story became public. 

According to the source of these anecdotes, depositions have been made of hundreds of similar 
cases. 

Then later, when the anti-Abortion protestors are taken before the courts, their sentences are 
extremely out of proportion and harsh compared to any sentence any of the other activists in the 
past have ever received.13 

Christians can watch the Media, observe the Police Departments, the Judges, and others 
coordinate a campaign against the Pro-Life movement. But because their media-built frame of 
reference is so poor, they can not see a conspiracy of power operating. If they were aware of how 
many Jews, Masons, Humanists, and Satanists are in these groups, and how they cooperate, 
maybe they would realize that a these events are part of a systematic plan and not isolated 
happenings. Not only that, the One-World-Order puts its people into the leadership positions of 
the Pro-Lifers. How disheartening it is to see Ronald Reagon and George Bush heralded by the 
American Life Lobby as leaders of the cause against abortion. 

The national press and Mass Media brags about itself as a free-press. From what this Author 
can tell, it appears they have been instruments in exactly the opposite—the suppression of free 
speech. 

The American Television news is as censored as Russian news broadcasts. Who decides what 
ultimately is put on the 6 o'clock american news? Various reports indicate that a list of ten or 
twelve acceptable news stories is prepared by British Intelligence and transmitted to Washington 
where the CIA routinely approves the list, and then delivers the list to the networks.14 People 
within the networks may not all be aware of the dual roles many in Media leadership positions 
play. Not only do many within the Media have Media leadership roles, but they also have 
positions in the various secret or semi-secret groups of the New World Order, including but not 



limited to the CIA, the Masons, the CFR, and the Order of the B'nai B'rith. Some of the people 
who work for the Mass Media may be unwitting accomplices. 

What? Accomplice—isn't an accomplice one who aids or abets a lawbreaker in a criminal act? 
This book can't make legal decisions, but the reader can form his own opinion after taking under 
consideration that Sect. 19, U.S. Criminal Code (18 USC 51) titled "Conspiracy to Injure Persons 
in the Exercise of Civil Rights."   It states: 

"If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten       or intimidate any citizen 
in the free exercise or enjoyment of any  right  or privilege  secured  to   him   by   the 
constitution or laws of the U.S., or because of his so having exercised the same... they 
shall be fined not more than...and shall,      moreover, thereafter be ineligible to any office, or 
place of honor, profit or trust created by the constitution or laws of the U.S." 
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Chapter 3.6 
Concentrating Power 

OUR NEW GOD- THE ONE-WORLD ORDER 
"The Universal is to be found in the State....The State is the Divine Idea as it exists on 

earth....We must therefore worship the State as the manifestation of the Divine on earth, and 
consider that, if it is difficult to comprehend Nature, it is harder to grasp the Essence of the 
State....the State is the march of God through the world..."—Hegel1 

Proponents of Hegel's view (the Nazis, the Communists, the New World Order) find that their 
god the State turns out to be a poor God. One of the State worshippers is U.S. Senator and social 
scientist Daniel Moynihan, who got furious at his man-made god for "inexcusably sloppy 
work....If administrators and politicians are going to play God with other persons' lives (and still 
other persons' money), they ought at least to get clear what the divine intention is to be."2 

WHY WOULD WE WANT TO GIVE OURSELVES TO A WORLD SUPER STATE? 
Survival. The New World Order has a host of problems that they are vigorously advertising 

day and nite in the media, most of which they have skillfully engineered themselves, to get us 
to believe we need their super-totalitarian socialist New Order to survive. (More about these 
later.) 

The New World Order will merge the State with a super World Church. This Church-State 
confederacy ruled by a king-priest will attempt total control. It will broadcast that the few people 
such as devout Christians who stand in opposition to both the law of the state and the institution 
of the World Church should not be tolerated. It will be said that it is better for them to suffer 
than for whole nations to be thrown into confusion and lawlessness. The problems that will come 
as judgements of God will be blamed on those who do not line up with the socialist Kingdom 
of God. Christ's words that the day will come when those who kill you will think they are doing 
it in God's service will have special meaning. 

The New World Order has been paying, encouraging, and coaching Clergymen of all shapes 
and sizes to pronounce that our survival depends on Global Interdependence—their nice verbage 
for their New World Order. Here are some samples of the constant broken record that whines on 
about how we need this One-World-State to survive: 

University of Chicago Sociologist and Jew Morris Janowitz tells us in his book that state 
coercion has been painful but necessary for mankind.3 

The Humanist Manifesto II suggests that without adopting such "bold and daring measures" 
we cannot survive. 

Religious leaders from around the world declared in 1975 at the U.N., "The crises of our time 
are challenging the world religions to release a new spiritual force transcending religious, 
cultural, and national bounderies....We affirm a new spirituality divested of insularity and directed 
toward planetary consciousness."4 

The U.S. Global Report 2000 claims there is an extreme "megacrises" of population, pollution, 
energy, soil, water, etc. "The only solutions...are complex and long-term...far beyond the 



capability and responsibility of this or any other single nation. An era of unprecedented 
cooperation and commitment is essential" 

George Bush told us on Jan. 7, 1991 in a speech "Out of these troubled times, our fifth 
objective- a new world order- can emerge....I think what is at stake here is the new world 
order....will the United Nations, its peace-keeping function having been elevated to its most 
promising height since 1948, be sent back to the Dark Ages because we failed to fulfill its 
mandate?" 

Another Hegel quote is "America is therefore the land of the future, where, in ages that lie 
before us, the burden of the world's history shall reveal itself."5 Although the goal is world 
dominion, United States is repeatedly viewed as a major player to make the One-World- 
Government come into full power. 

Twenty-four U.S. Senators and eighty U.S. Representatives signed a Declaration of 
Interdependence which repudiates items in the Declaration of Independence and pledges 
themselves to support "institutions of world order." (By the way a good number of them were 
Masons) This Declaration of Interdependence in 1976 begins "When in the course of history the 
threat of extinction confronts mankind, it is necessary for the people of The United States to 
declare their interdependence with the people of all nations and to embrace those principles and 
build those institutions which will enable mankind to survive and civilization to flourish." It goes 
on to describe those international institutions. 

In my "book" so to speak, anyone who takes an oath "to support and defend the Constitution 
of the United States against enemies within and without" and then signs a Declaration that 
pledges them to the creation of a world government which will nullify that Constitution has 
committed treason, not to mention proving themselves untrustworthy. 

Do you really believe we are faced with extinction? And who has created that threat? Was 
it not those who governed us? Was it not Government that was involved in Nuclear energy and 
Nuclear bombs? etc. etc. 

WHAT DISASTERS DO THEY HAVE PLANNED FOR US. 
Already by the 1870s, the Illumined Masonic leaders had decided it would take three world 

wars to bring people to the point they would want a strong world government. They have not 
played the third world war card yet. 

H.G. Wells wrote that an invasion from outer space would unify mankind. At least two men 
who have worked for military intelligence have seen the plans to create a fake invasion from 
outer space to unify the world. The technology to build UFOs exists— I won't take the time to 
prove it, but it does. They have not played this card yet either. 

Financial disaster created conditions that the dictatorships of Mussolini, Hitler, and (dare we 
say?) Roosevelt to came into power. It is in the planning, to do a monetary exchange in the 
United States, and for present money to be inflated. It is in the planning to reduce the American 
standard of living. They have not played that card yet. 

THE PLANNED (MOCK) ALIEN INVASION 
Something big is happening. The whole subject of UFOs leaves the objective person 

bewildered.    There are several key points that are verified beyond doubt on the subject. 

1. There has been intensive interest by the movie industry about extraterrestrials, science fiction 
scenarios about their coming to earth.   There have been lots of secret interest on the part of 



governments and intelligence agencies. The level of secrecy on documents pertaining to UFOs 
is two secret levels above the H-Bomb project. The highest secrecy level —Top Secret Umbra— 
were placed on the Top Secret affidavit giving the National Security Agency reasons for 
witholding its documents on UFOs. SIGINT documents that are classified above TOP SECRET 
receive a an additional stamp such as ROYAL, COSMIC, or in the case of one set of UFO 
documents in case MJ-12 they were stamped MAJIC. 

2. After the book Above Top Secret, which conclusively documents ad nauseum how there have 
been government coverups around the world concerning UFO, especially in the U.S., there is no 
reasonable doubt that some of the biggest intelligence agencies like the CIA, NSA, and MI6 are 
committed to disinformation and coverups. 

3. UFO activity is related to the Occult, the New Age, and demonic activity. It is likely the 
whole thing about UFOs is going to be related to a One-World-Religion. 

A newsletter put out by a UFO research group Nevada Aerial Research Group describes Phillip 
Klass attending the 1989 MUFOU Conference. Phi Klass has blown his cover with UFO buffs, 
they know he is a CIA agent.6 Signs posted at the converence warned no recording devices were 
allowed. The Mufon Conference Security had to remove Phil's tape recorder.7 

Not only does Phillip J. Klass apparently work for the CIA, but he wrote a book to debunk 
UFOs called "UFOs-The Public Deceived." Perhaps he wrote it at the CIA's behest. 

The Watchtower Society opens their Awake! (Nov. 8, 1990, p.3) article on UFO's by quoting 
Phillip J. Klass. It's interesting how the WT Society uses Phillip Klass and Edward Dolnik to 
turn the subject of UFOs into the soon-to-come apocalypse. This Awake! article quotes Edward 
Dolnik, 

"The leading explanation today has to do with deep-seated and apocalyptic fears associated 
with approaching the millenium." The WT Society adds, "that is, as we approach the year 2000." 

This author doesn't know what is behind UFOs, except in general it is evil. The book Above 
Top Secret is so well documented that it is interesting that the WT Society would promote the 
view (pp. 8-9) that there has been no coverup. We are looking at a religious institution that has 
repeatedly called the all government, including the U.S. government dishonest, yet it wants to 
turn our belief away from a cover-up.(?) Did they not read the book Above Top Secret which 
they themselves mention in the article? At this point, the Watchtower Society is going along 
with the Party line of the New Order—which is to draw attention to the issue, but not disclose 
anything. 

The bottom line of the article is that the WT Society gets more subjective "proof" for the date 
2000, and reinforces that date into the collective mind of their readers. This author does not have 
the inside scoop on how the topic of UFOs will benefit the New Order, but it looks like its a 
topic that will hang around, no pun intended. 

A sample of the UFO stories surfacing from witnesses all over the globe is the story of Sid 
Padrick. His story was told with such credibility that many are convinced of it. He says that the 
E.T. spokesman in the spacecraft that took him told him that, "As you know it, we have no 
sickness, we have no crimes, we have no police force. We have no schools—are young are 
taught at an early age to do a job, which they do very well. Because of our long life expectancy 
we have a very strict birth control.  We have no money.    We live as one." 



Sid Patrick claims that the Alien ask him, "Would you like to pay your respects to the 
Supreme Deity?" "When he said that I almost fainted. I didn't even know how to accept it. I said 
to him, "We have one, but we call it God, Are we talking about the same thing?" He replied, 
"There is only one."...So I knelt and did my usual prayer....Until that night I had never felt the 
presence of the Supreme Being—but I did feel Him that night. 

"It's obvious that they are on a very high scientific level, but their relation with the Supreme 
Being means a lot more to them than their technical and scientific ability and knowledge. I 
would say that their religion and their science are all in one." 

William Cooper, former U.S. Navy security and intelligence officer, claims to have seen plans 
while on an intelligence briefing team for the Pacific Fleet Intelligence Center to create an 
artificial threat from outer space to unite the world. His research indicates that the world is being 
ruled by men of secret societies intent on ruling the world. The Saving & Loan crisis, the 
depletion of the FDIC fund, the forgiving of third world debts is all calculated to collapse the 
banking system and to motivate us to adopt a cashless society. 

A man claiming to be an intelligence officer has given dossiers of documents to certain people 
that there is a big conspiracy on the part of the governments to defraud the people of their 
freedom.   Should we believe such people? 

Knowing what this author knows, I would suggest people listen to such men's evidence. The 
New Order typically has played both ends of the spectrum, and undoubtedly has their nose is 
both sides of the issue.   The CIA is one of the chief elements of their power. 

Exposes on the CIA may come from three sources, legitimate, crank, and the CIA itself, so 
undoubtedly some degree of discretion must be used in deciding what information is legitimate. 

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED? 

Have you ever wondered why the big American automakers seem to have lost out to the 
Japanese? Why is it that such great corporations like GM and Ford with their capital (finances) 
and technology could fail so easily? Why is it that by some slight of the hand American 
technology was transferred to Japan? 

Have you ever wondered why the media plays up Japanese buy ups in America, yet Great 
Britian which has more investment in the U.S. than Japan goes unnoticed? 

Have you ever wondered why the Savings and Loans and Credit Unions are being delivered 
some death blows, while the powerful banks increase in power and size? Did you wonder why 
a Savings & Loan like Benjamin Franklin was solvent and financially healthy one day and the 
next in such trouble it was ordered to sell itself? 

Have you ever wondered why the South African government and country has been attacked 
in the media and the UN for aparteid, when the racial policies of China with the Tibetans, Iraq 
with the Kurds, India with its culturally engrained caste system where the light skin Aryans are 
tops, and other nations are far worse? Why was so much attention and economic embargos placed 
on South Africa alone? 

THE CONCEPT OF INTERDEPENDENCE & JAPAN 
The rise of Japan as an economic world power appears to disprove to some that the world is 

moving toward centralized control. 
Around 1987, Financial Times ran a headline calling Kenichi Ohmae "Japan's Only 

Management Guru."   Kenichi Ohmae, is not likely the only Japanese to be knowledgeable in 



business, but it is interesting to see what a leader like him from Japan believes in. In 1985, he 
wrote Triad Power. In 1990, he came out with The Borderless World Power and Strategy in The 
Interlinked Economy. 

The Japanese Business Leader believes national borders no longer exist. He says, "An isle is 
emerging that is bigger than a continent—the Inter-linked Economy (ILE) of the Triad (the 
United States, Europe, and Japan) joined by aggressive economies such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
and Singapore."8 

"The policy objective for the ILE will be ensuring the free flow of information, money, goods, 
and services as well as the free migration of people and corporations. Traditional governments 
will have to establish a new single framework of global government. Toward that end, the first 
and most important step is to understand the global economy accurately. That's the purpose of 
this book."9 

But how does one get the Japanese to open up? The answer lies in understanding Japanese 
culture. 

The Japanese and gifts. There is a Japanese term which describes the concept of returning a 
gift with an equal or better gift. A Japanese person may not like to receive your gift, because he 
feels he loses face if he can't ante up a better one in return. 

In return for Americans allowing the Japanese into American markets, the Japanese must 
reciprocate or lose face. Granted American pride has taken a beating, as the Japanese have been 
allowed to invest in America, but much of the cause of this wounded pride is superficial. 

For instance, Sony bought Columbia, and the Japanese also bought Paramount. But Warner 
Bros. is far greater than Columbia in size and it has also merged with Time/Life. That merger 
between Time/Life and Warner Bros. has created such a large entity that Columbia is of small 
significance—except that it opens the door to the internationalization of Japanese and Chinese 
products. 

Many of the "Japanese companies" are really international. For instance, IBM Japan, is this 
company Japanese? It has 20,000 Japanese workers, but its equity holders are American.10 Honda 
has an operation run by Americans in Ohio, and Texas Instruments has memory-chips work done 
in Japan—so which is the American product? Cellular phones sold in Japan by a Japanese 
company may have components made by Americans at the U.S. division of the Japanese 
company. Sony sends audiotapes and videotapes to Europe that it makes at Dotham, Alabama. 

The New Republic magazine informs us that "The very idea of 'American' products made by 
'American' firms is becoming obsolete. Lee Iacocca warns of the Japanese invasion of America, 
but American-made parts now constitute a smaller portion of the top models of the Big Three 
than they do of Honda's top-of-the-line cars."11 

The companies supposedly invading us, are often multinational companies that are alligning 
themselves with the Interdependent economy the One-World-Order wants. Rather than believing 
in the myth that the Japanese are taking over, we should realize that the internationals are taking 
us over. 

Which part of the world has more economic sales potential. China and Japan with over one 
third of the world's population, or the U.S.? A shoe company, or most any other product 
company realizes that China has a much bigger market. To open the Asian market, they are 
allowing Japan to invest in the U.S. In the long run, the elite Americans and Europeans who have 
large financial interests in Japan, are using the Japanese to open up the China market. China has 
typically suffered from the delusion it is the center of the universe, so it is taking a great deal 
of work by the Internationalists to work the Chinese into the anything global that they run. 



It is true Japan has a near "monopoly" on advanced computer chips, although recently an 
American firm won an anti-trust suit against them. But so what? Half of the semiconductor 
production machinery and software to design complicated chips are American made. Rare gasses, 
photo resists, and other items essential to its production are American controlled. 

Speaking about something that is greatly overlooked American controlled is the world's money 
supply. There is no national currency except American dollars that are in sufficient supply for 
the Shieks and other weathly people to keep their money in. Most of the world's wealth is kept 
in dollars, and the value of dollars is contolled by the Fed (Federal Reserve System), and 
ultimately is Rothschild controlled through the Banks that control the Fed. 

Two of the most powerful men of the elite are Japanese. These top Japanese are definitely 
being given are piece of the action in the New World Order. However, sources that have inside 
knowledge indicate that the New World Order plans to pull the rug from under the Japanese 
economy first, before they destroy America's. This is possible, but during 1991 the New World 
Order has been moving massive amounts of money out of the United States. (As I write this in 
1991, it doesn't appear the United States has too much longer of a grace period.) 

Although the Japanese have Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank, now the largest bank, with $414.1 billion 
of assets as of 31 Mar '89, they are not the masters of the banking world.12 

In June 1985, Chase Manhattan, Morgan Guaranty Trust, and Banker's Trust—the banks 
connected to the One-Worlders— were allowed to participate in the Japanese money markets 
and the Japanese Trust business. Further a Tokyo-based market like the International Banking 
Facilities allows international financial institutions to create special accounts exempt from many 
of Japan's domestic regulations. The major American investment banks are spending tens of 
millions of dollars to expand their Tokyo offices. "These days, you can't be a global player 
without an important presence in Japan."—Neil P. Benedict, director of finance at Saloman 
Brothers, a Jewish banking concern.13 

Although the complete list of Foreign-Related Firms in Japan is beyond the scope of this 
book, it might be of value to point out to the reader a few firms in Japan that are Foreign- 
Related (that is underpinned with foreign capital.) The source is The President Directory, 1973. 
Tokyo: Diamond-Time Pub. Co., 1972 based on 1971 Tax filings. Foreign-Related Firms in 
Japan: 
Matsushita Electronics, 
Nippon Univac 
Mitsubishi Oil 
Yokohama Rubber 
Sumitomo 3M 
Caterpillar Mitsubishi 
Nippon Merck-Banyu 
Mitsui Polychemicals 
Koa Oil 
Vendo (Japan) 
Kondo Sewing Machine 
Tokyo Nickel 
Keisokki Kogyo 
Mitsubishi Acetate 
Toshiba Ampex 
Fuji Xerox 



...the entire list is very long. In fact, of the top 100 Foreign-Related Firms 25 consist of 100% 
foreign capital. Next time the reader sees the name Mitsubishi on a caterpillar, maybe he'll look 
at the machine differently, knowing that 50% of the company in Japan belongs to non-Japanese. 

The Big Three American Auto manufacturers have invested heavily into Japan's auto 
manufacturing. 

IBM, Schick, Nestle, Coca-Cola, McDonald's, Polaroid, Del Monte, Adidas, and many other 
companies are sucessful in Japan. 

Companies are increasingly joining up in cooperation. General Electric, Toshiba, Hitachi, 
ASEA, AMU, and KWU (Siemens) joined together to develop an improved nuclear boiling 
reactor.14 

The Japanese Money Barons are doing great, but the Japanese man in the street has paid the 
price through hard work and little of the benefits. "Japanese laws discourage consumption. 
Income tax rates go up to 70 percent. There aren't any tax breaks for home mortgage interest or 
consumer borrowing....Typically, Japanese can't afford a home until age forty, a decade later than 
Americans."15 Interest rates on savings accounts are low. "Small savers—the backbone of Japan's 
financial strength—suffer. They get less return than they deserve for their toil and thrift. After 
calculating the effects of inflation, small savers have actually had a negative real rate of return."16 

According to the Federation of Economic Organizations the average land prices in Japan 
compared to the U.S. are 35 times as high. 

Americans are concerned that they run a trade deficit with Japan. But all of us run a trade 
deficit with our supermarket, it would be a nightmare if each of us had to make sure we sold as 
much to the supermarket as it did to us. Even if we had a trade surplus it wouldn't mean we were 
winning economically. Europe had one with us during the 80's while losing 2 million jobs.17 

It is true that the Japanese have made substantial investments in the United States. This 
indicates that the world is becoming a global community economically. What is also interesting 
is that all this fuss is made concerning Japanese investment, while British investment in the 
United States exceeds Japanese. 

Some of the Japanese investments are going to be losses. The Japanese banks hold about half 
the perpetual floating-rate notes, which amounts to billions of dollars. Speaking about these notes 
(which have by the way had difficulties) Merrill Lynch money-markets specialist Paul Dennison 
says, "The Japanese couldn't sell their bonds if they tried."18 

The propoganda about the Japanese taking over is just that, they are vulnerable,(as we all are) 
and can only expect to succeed if they play the game of international interdependence. If they 
deviate from the Party line, they can easily be crippled economically by the One-World-Power. 
(Some confidential sources with good connections to the Power say that the One-World-Power 
plans to pull the rug out from underneath the Japanese economy before they destroy America's.) 

Milton Friedman in his massive A Monetary History of the United States documents how the 
Fed has not maintained a stable money, but has been a major source of instability. The Fed has 
enormous power over the economy of not just the U.S. but power over Japan as well. 

The spirit of the One-World-Economy has been underwritten legally by the GATT (General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), IMF (International Monetary Fund, OECD (Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development), and bilateral commercial treaties. Since 1970, the 
Japanese have shifted into line with regards to international trade. There has been plenty of One- 
World propoganda in the Japanese media, and the globalist attitudes that are appearing among 



the Japanese are a radical change from the isolationist views that the Japanese so long shielded 
themselves with. Japanese pride is very strong, and it will be interesting to see how the 
Internationalists plan to cope with that. 

We find the Japanese full players with the One-World-Order. One example of the many 
transactions carried out daily is when the Chairman of the Rothschild's American Express James 
Robinson III wanted to make a deal with Nippon Life, Henry Kissinger personally delivered the 
letter.19 

The Japanese culture creates citizens that have values that match what the New Order wants. 
Remember too, that Japan needs an international global economy to thrive. The United States on 
the other hand is far less dependent on other nations, and could survive even if isolated. (Reports 
indicate that American oil is capable of supplying all our domestic needs and to last the United 
States long into the future.) 

Prior to W.W. II, Japan was anti-Masonic. Fujivara, the Japanese delegate to the Weltdienst 
congress in 1938 declared, "Judeo-Masonry is forcing the Chinese to turn China into a spearhead 
for an attack on Japan, and thereby forcing Japan to defend herself against this threat. Japan is 
at war not with China but with Freemasonry, represented by General Chiang-Kai-shek, the 
successor of his master, the Freemason Sun-Yat-Sen... Japanese soldiers were dying not for any 
narrow national interest but for the sake of the whole world...to...save from the Judeo-Masonic- 
Bolshevik claws...Do not abandon us, the isolated bulwark in the Far East."20 

During the late 1930s, the Japanese took in Jewish Refugees from Germany, about 30,000 of 
them which were settled in Shanghai, China, in the hopes that a. by giving them refuge the 
Judeo-Masonic world Power would in thanks leave Japan alone, and b. that by settling them in 
China they could create a buffer state between their empire and the Chinese.20a 

Before W.W. II, Japan had been impervious to foreign secret societies. This was due to their 
monolithic religious-political system that allowed the Japanese to import Western technology and 
retain their culture and political system intact. China on the other hand had been a seedbed for 
secret societies, especially since the Manchus took over in 1644 and secret societies had formed 
to oppose them. European meddling into Chinese affairs had been extensive too. Japanese 
perceptions that they and the Germans were allied against the Judeo-Masonic Secret Societies 
of Europe was not exaggeration. Japanese Institutions prior to W.W. II's defeat could only be 
challenged in secret, because Japanese Institutions had the concensus of the people. And there 
had been attempts to establish secret revolutionary societies. 

The Mason Douglas MacArthur had dictatorial powers over Japan after W.W. II from 1945 
to 1951. He single handedly masterminded the restructuring of Japan after W.W.II. For an good 
introduction to MacArthur read An American Ceasar. The Japanese have joined Masonic Lodges 
since W.W. II, but the largest group of Masons in Japan has always been Americans. Japan has 
at least 25 lodges and 5,000 Masons, with about 1/10 of these Japanese nationals. Interestingly, 
English and Japanese Masons can not visit each other's lodges, or be masonically associated. 

After restructuring Japan, MacArthur was also given command of UN forces in Korea. 
MacArthur apparently was too independent minded to allow the One-World-Order to have their 
way and to allow the Chinese to score against the Americans. The Korean War was not designed 
to serve as victory for America by the One-World-Order. The war had other purposes. 
MacArthur however, when he saw the large concentrations of Chinese troops massing to attack 
the Americans wanted to bomb them, and prevent their attack. Unfortunately for American lives, 
he was not allowed to and was removed from command for persisting to request for permission 



to bomb. Even someone as brilliant and great as MacArthur was expected to toe the One-World- 
Party agenda, and was canned instantly when he didn't. 

BUILDING U.S. CORPORATE STRENGTH 
One economist has said that the International Financiers are using their economic muscle to 

build U.S. Corporate strength. This was done by tax incentives for stock, while taking away tax 
incentives for second properties. Interest rates were manipulated by the Fed, which drove people 
to turn to stocks rather than leaving money in Bank accounts. Employee Retirement Plans which 
place their funds into stocks furthered the corporate financial strength. 

American and Foreign Corporations believing the New World Order is the wave of the future 
are getting onto the bandwagon and participating with the World Order's program. It is not 
important whether they have studied H.G. Wells. Nor is it important that they have or haven't 
studied Kenichi Ohmae. The probabilities are very strong that those that read in business have 
read something promoting the One-Worlder's economic ideas, because such literature has been 
authored by hundreds of men and is practically everywhere, and so many leaders are spouting 
it. 

What is sad, is that the Christian community is being deceived even while this New One 
World Economic Order is so blatant and extensive. For instance, in the book A Crash Course On 
The New Age, a popular Christian book supposedly informing the Christians about the New Age, 
the author redicules Constance Cumbey for connecting H.G. Well's ideas with the New Age. He 
asks how many scientists of the world today have read Well's The Open Conspiracy. This is 
misleading in several ways. First, The Open Conspiracy is not the primary book of H.G. Wells 
being used as a guide for the economics of the One-World-Order, he wrote a number. Second, 
these people have think-tanks with some of the greatest minds in the world massaging ideas on 
how to bring in the One-World-Order, they aren't relying on H.G. Wells. Third, since Wells, 
there have been hundreds of men who have written books on the subject, for instance, a scientist 
could have read The Borderless World, Power and Strategy in The Interlinked Economy or 
dozens of other recent titles. So many economists, speakers etc. are lecturing on it, it is hard not 
to hear about it. Fourth, it doesn't matter if the technicians and scientists have read anything on 
this subject or heard anybody talk about it. What Wells was suggesting was that the day to day 
decisions would recide with specialists. That is being done today, just as Wells pointed out that 
it was being done in his day, only it is now done on a greater scale as he had envisioned. It 
doesn't require the specialist to see the big picture for them to do their job. By handing over the 
control of everything in our lives to specialists, power will be taken out of the hands of the 
people. Wells liked the idea, because it is almost impossible to argue with a specialist. 

This author would like to point out the abuses of such a world. In a divorce, a guardian-at- 
liadem for the minors is appointed to determine who should gain custody of the children. 
Supposedly such a person knows best—but many actual cases show that the guardian-at-liadems 
know very little about the cases they are handling. 

Another abuse, is that specialists called psychiatrists make judgements about people for the 
courts that seriously affect the outcomes of the court cases and the sentencing. These psychiatrists 
are frequently unbalanced people themselves, and their judgements are too often devoid of even 
common sense. At least in listening to many conversations at coffee breaks, etc. one gets the 
distinct impression most people regard it rediculous for a criminal to get off by claiming insanity. 



More and more the specialists, the experts, are the System's people, who are indoctrinated with 
the One-World-Power's propoganda, and who are increasingly making decisions based on a very 
narrow outlook that they have received from the Power's sources such as the System's T.V. and 
public educational system. 

Studies by the two top scientists in the field of global warming have shown that there has been 
no global warming between 1935-1990. But the system has its own specialists, and consequently 
there have been numerous international conferences and activities about Global Warming. Why? 
because the Power wants to stampede us into thinking that unless a One-World-Power is created 
the environment can not be saved.21 

Wells knew that by creating an elite of specialists and technicians with lots of credentials, the 
common man would not dare to question their decisions and things would run smoothly. 

The Christians (and other people as well) have not noticed the subtle method of enslavement 
this will perform. Increasingly, the Power to determine who is an authority, and who gets an 
education is in the hands of the One-World-Power. The entire educational system is at the mercy 
of the Federal government, and the grants that the foundations make. The list of Christians who 
have been excluded from technical positions because they took a stand in line with their Christian 
beliefs is numerous. Another abuse of Well's concept of an elite, is that the technicians are forced 
to follow guidelines that they often disagree with. The public accepts their decisions without 
realizing they are made under the duress of keeping their jobs. 

JAPAN 
In Japan, the specialists in the Japanese bureaucracy have been able to dictate the validation 

(ninka) process for foreign business entry into Japan. The career bureaucrats derive much from 
"second careers" in politics or in major business firms, and the politicians in Japan derive their 
campaign funds from big business.22 Consequently, until big business in Japan is solidly in the 
One-World-Camp the specialists in both the "economic ministries" (MITI & Finance Ministry) 
and the Foreign Investment Council are going to continue making it difficult for foreign 
investment into Japan. Each application is handled on a case-by-case basis, and for those who 
are interested in the process for major, minor, and automatic validations should read Chap. VI 
of the proceeding reference. 

IS FREEMASONRY THE WORLD POWER AS IT BOASTS? 
In this section, we will examine the One-World-Power's control over Asia. 
The One-World-Order maintains its power through a number of channels. For instance, in Iran 

prior to the Iranian Revolution the CIA ran the country through its agent the Shah, through the 
Secret SAVAK which they trained and developed, and through the many Mullahs who they paid 
regularly to support the Shah and to keep the populace's religious devotion in support of their 
regime. 

When Pres. Jimmy Carter failed to give the Moslem clergy the pay raise they felt they could 
bargain for, the Moslem clergy overthrew the Shah. The Moslem clergy knew the people better 
than the CIA, and knew that they would support their revolution. 

Iran is just one of several Asian countries where the CIA is heavily involved with the secret 
police to keep a government in power. The Korean CIA works hand in hand with the U.S. CIA. 
The Indonesian Secret Police, one of the most brutal police forces in Asia, works intimately with 



the CIA. The leaders of the CIA are the ones who tie back into the One-World-Power. They are 
members of the International Bankers, Masons, the elite Power families and the like all 
committed to the One-World-Order. 

For recruits, they like to choose Mormons, because Mormons are the perfect Masonic servants. 
They have been raised in a theology that is Masonic. They have been taught obedience to 
authority. They are clean cut, not prone to alcoholism, or drugs and have no religious scruples 
about the dirty work that must be done, because they are convinced that communism and 
atheism, et al. are dangerous. (Bear in mind, Mormons in Nazi Germany fought for Hitler right 
along side the Catholics and Lutherans. Having raised this as an issue with Mormon missionaries 
repeatedly, I have yet to encounter a Mormon that has seen anything wrong with the German 
Mormons being given official church approval to fight for Hitler.) 

Mormons, generally after their mission, perhaps sometimes during a missionary mission 
overseas, are recruited by the CIA. Likewise, although the Peace Corps officials have protested, 
their volunteers are likewise recruited by the CIA. The Masonic Lodge working through their 
people in the CIA and British Intelligence have a good worldwide intelligence gathering 
capability. 

As the reader is beginning to picture, the One-World-Order uses proxies, and native agents 
within the Asian countries to complete the vast lower levels of their chain of command. 

Masonic Lodges are found in most Asian countries, including Bangladesh, Brunei, Burma, 
Hong Kong, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Phillipines, Taiwan, Thailand, and 
Singapore. 

HONG KONG 
Hong Kong has been under the Order's direct rule since China lost the Opium Wars. The 

penalty on the Chinese for trying to protect their nationals from opium addiction by fighting the 
Europeans was the forced concession of Hong Kong. On paper a governor appointed by the 
crown and a legislative council rules. But the legislative council can actually only give advice. 
In one reference we read about Hong Kong, "Who REALLY rules— The Colonial administration 
shares power with the wealthier members of Hong Kong's integrated (English-Chinese) business 
community."23 It is of importance to keep in mind what powerful British companies started Hong 
Kong, and then it is clear that the Rothschilds and co-workers control it. 

Hong Kong has been a conduit for Israeli military technology to Red China over the years. The 
BCCI scandal revealed a portion of the enormous military help that Israel has given the 
Communist Chinese. 

INDIA 
India is the an important outpost of Freemasonry. Calcutta has been a nerve center for Masonry 

for over 100 years.24 The British East India Company owned and operated by the One-World- 
Power ruled India for many years. During this time period, Masonry was established in India. 
The first lodge was in Calcutta in 1740. In the nineteenth century, ethnic Indians began joining. 
In 1844, in Bombay a Scottish Rite Lodge (Rising Star No. 342) was started for non-Europeans. 
In the Bombay area, many Pharsees (also spelled Pharsis) joined. Note that the Pharsees follow 
the ancient Iranian religion taught by Zoroaster, which was the forerunner of Mithraism. See 
chapter 1.2 were Masonry and Mithraism are equated. 

In the New Delhi area, many Hindus joined. The turbaned Sikhs who never cut their hair also 
found Masonry appealing. Approximately 500 Masonic lodges can be found in India today. 



In the the 1880s, for some reason the World-Order decided to rule India from behind the 
scenes rather than through the British government. However, the people in India didn't want self 
rule. Many Indians realized that in their fragmented nation the British could be counted on to be 
an impartial benevolent ruler. Evelyn Baring, Finance Minister of the Government of India, 
declared in 1882 that the Indians needed to become self-governing on a local level. "We shall 
not subvert the British Empire by allowing the Bengali Baboo to discuss his own schools and 
drains. Rather shall we afford him a safety valve if we can turn his attention to such innocent 
subjects."25 

However, a number of Indians observed that if the British had not turned over local 
administration to the Indian locals, the Indians would have not considered independence. The 
reason being was that when the British did all the administrating, things were done right, but with 
limited self-rule things deteriated and people lost sight of the advantages of British rule. 

Annie Besant and her Theosophical Society, which originated from Masonic roots and has been 
led by Co-Masons, led the fight for India's independence. She began adjatating for independence 
even in the 1920s. Mahatma Gandhi, Nehru, and the clique of Gandhis that have followed and 
ruled India have been connected to the Theosophical Society. Mahatma Gandhi was a member 
of the Theosophical Society. 

The Russians and Germans also encouraged Indians to turn against British rule. However, in 
spite of all the various groups seeking independence, the power of the One-World-Order in India 
was never threatened. 

Economic control in India for the One-World-Order is through the Sassoons (one of the 
female branches of the Rothschilds).26 They control the Banks in India among other items. The 
power of Sassoons extends further than India today. 

India is also ideal in many ways. The population can be easily controlled by religious gurus. 
The caste system, although no longer legal, is part of India's culture, and it produces a hierarchy 
which is also perfect for control. Three quarters of the people are Sudras—that is outcasts who 
are only fit for the most repulsive of jobs.27 The multitude of factions, make a divide and 
conquer strategy easy for whoever has money. 

Even more openly than in the U.S. and the U.K., India has been ruled by a elite which stays 
in power through corruption. The people in India today, in general, are disillusioned with 
"democracy." 

S.K. Ghosh, an Indian writer has recently come out with the book The Indian Mafia. He states, 
"In return for a ring of security, our politicians have surrendered their powers to gangsters." He 
notes that a mood of cynicism and foreboding pervades India's population of 844 million people. 

The System's media is telling us and the Indians that it is a lack of foreign investments, lack 
of India not using Western lending institutions that have caused India's misery. The truth is that 
the religious beliefs of Hinduism cause a great deal of the problem. 

MASONIC CONTROL OF GREAT BRITIAN 
The World Order controls Great Britian completely. The British monarchs have allowed 

themselves to be the nominal heads of the Masonry down through the years. As so much of 
British Royalty has been involved in Masonry, and this has been with all the pagentry that Britian 
is so famous for, it is public knowledge that British Royalty is part of the Masonic system. There 



are few exceptions, and it is questionable if the specific details are needed to relate the religious 
side of the story. 

It is my intention to keep this section as brief as possible because it deals with politics. 
However, something must be offered the reader on this area, because the religious threat of a 
One-World-Religion seems so remote until we realize that the people of the One-World- 
Religion are the same group who are have control of our political/judicial systems. 

In the United Kingdom (U.K.), two major political parties have been created, the Conservatives 
and the Labour parties. As in the U.S. both political parties are controlled by the One-World- 
Power. 
Even more so than in the U.S. there is fundamentally little difference between the two parties. 
One British authority on the British parties noted that, "Two monolithic structures now face each 
other and conduct furious arguments about the comparitively minor issues that separate them."28 

As in the United States the Labor Unions have sided with one particular party. In the U.S. it 
is the Democratic party, and in the U.K. it is the Labour party. Anyone familiar with the Labor 
Unions is aware they don't exist solely for the working man. They have hidden agendas and 
politics to them. That is not said here to be taken as anti or pro Union, just that Labor Unions 
should be viewed in relation to the external forces and issues that involve them. Who started 
these Unions, who controls them, and why? Just a sample of where the reader might begin 
answering this is Annie Besant, Fabian, Socialist, Co-Masonic and Theosophical leader, and 
others like her. 

The British voting population has been divided up into Constituencies, the boundaries of which 
are determined by Government Commissions from time to time. From these 635 Constituencies 
come 635 Members of Parliament (MPs). The MPs in the House of Commons is considered to 
be the House that carries out the actual legislative work, the House of Lords being more show. 
Actually, policy is decided by other groups. "The Milner Round Table later became the Royal 
Institute of International Affairs-Council on Foreign Relations combine which exercises 
unopposed control for the World Order over foreign and monetary policy in both the United 
States and Great Britain."29 

The British legal system is totally in the control of the Masons. It is practically a given in 
Britian that you must join the Masons to become a lawyer. The Judges are essentially all Masons. 
(According to Knight in his book The Brotherhood, upwards to 70% of British judges are 
Masons, and 90% of the lawyers, called barristers and solicitors in Britain.—These figures may 
well be too low, although the law is on the books for the lodges to report their membership lists, 
it has never been enforced.) The lawyers in Britian decide who is allowed legal aid, if your case 
is a non-Mason against a Mason you can forget trying to get legal aid. Also to your disadvantage 
is your mercenary, your lawyer, is invariably a Mason and can't be depended upon to help your 
case against his brother Mason. 

In chapter 2.1, in the section on the Anglican Church is was shown how Masonry controls the 
Church of England. In turn, the Church of England dominates religious life in England. A 
breakdown of religious affiliation in England is given in The Statesman's Year Book, 1978-9: 

England and Wales 
Church of England    27,180,000 [Masonic leadership] 
Roman Catholic 4,190,000 [see chp. 2.2 on Mas. leadership in Cath. Ch.] 
Methodist & Ind. Meth. 562,616 [largely Masonic leadership in G.B.] 
Baptist 187,144 [largely Masonic leadership] 



Methodist Chr. of Wales 99,288 [ " " " ] 
Congregational Union    181,101 [Masons in leadership] 

Scotland 
The Church of Scotland 1,041,772 [Masons in leadership] 
Roman Catholic 813,200 
Episcopal Church 76,298 

Northern Ireland 
Roman Catholic 477,918 
Presbyterian 405,719 
Church of Ireland 334,318 
Methodist 71,235 

Every so often, various church councils investigate Masonry to discover if there is any conflict 
between Masonry and the church. And who from the churches staff these investigations?— 
Masons, and who do they interview? usually Masons, and what books do they read? Masonic 
literature. For instance the Church of Scotland's investigation in 1964-5, which was helped by 
the Grand Lodge of Scotland. Another example of Masonic help in an investigation of the Lodge 
was to the Presbyterian Church of Victoria, Aust. in 1957-8. Of interest is the statement in the 
Presbyterian report, "The committee had knowledge of the truth of the opening words of the 
petition that many Ministers and Laymen of unquestioned sincerity are members of the Masonic 
Lodge." 

As might be expected in a country run by Masons, whose religious life is controlled almost 
entirely by Masonic power, very few British are church goers. Interest in the Bible is scarce, and 
the Moslems and Sufis are making big gains. 

By 1688, religious conflicts in England on a major scale were over, and the Masonic system 
of toleration had begun to pervade the British. It has been slowly diluting their religious fervor. 
In spite of this, individual British have been great men of God. Whether for good or bad, the 
British have been a big religious influence world wide. 

The British Prime Minister appoints the Governor of the B.B.C. By the way, the Prime 
Ministers have been their men, or in Margaret Thatcher's case their woman. (How many people 
know that she worked for OSS intelligence, and in 1981 went to a reunion of OSS veterens in 
New York City.30 She also is a Bilderberger. The Mason Winston Churchill is well-known for 
kicking off the Cold War with his "Iron curtain speech". He was a One-Worlder and only had 
close connections with the Fabian socialists, along with liking their view of things.31 

Reuters, perhaps the best worldwide news service which supplies the American news networks 
with much of what they use, is owned and operated by the Jewish Clique that is working on 
setting up the One-World-Order. There are about 150 daily and Sunday newspapers in the 
U.K.,32 which is a very small number compared to most other comparable western nations. And 
yet at the same time, more newspapers are sold in the U.K. than in any other country in the 
western world. The press, radio, and TV are predominantly London-based and London- 
controlled.33 In short, while the uninformed person might think that a nation of over 57 million 
people with ties to every other nation globally would have access to lots of unbiased information, 
the censorship and control in Great Britian is as tight as anywhere. Those who have really rocked 
the boat have been arrested in England, and some have even been moved to prevent relatives 



from locating them. An example is the imprisonment of Lord Alfred Douglas in the 1920s after 
he published information in Plain English (Sept. 3, 1921). 

Financial Power recides in the Bank of England, which is controlled by Jewish concerns, to 
a large extent the Rothschilds. 

Jewish-Masonic concerns can be seen to totally dominate British life and politics. What helps 
out further in some ways, is that because the British are so homogenous in racial composition 
(in relation to comparable countries) and like the Japanese develop and work off a national 
concensous, it is only a matter of leading the herd of cattle to direct public opinion. The British 
defer to their leadership, and to authority. That is one reason why British police (Bobbies) do not 
need to tote guns—although they can use them if need be. If this sounds to harsh, it is only 
saying in a less positive manner what many British authorities are well aware of.34 

The reader can study this for himself in the references in this last superscript footnote. 
Americans and Canadians have been taught that William the Conqueror was the last conqueror 

to invade the British Isles successfully. To quote The World Almanac published for the 
Kitchener-Waterloo Record, Canada (1983) p.573, "The last successful invasion was by French- 
speaking Normans in 1066 who united the country with their dominions in France." However, 
a more exact history is "Largely because of her insular position, combined with the maintenance 
of a powerful navy, Britain has been able to resist successfully all attempts at foreign invasion 
since 1066, apart from the relatively peaceful 'invasion' by William of Orange in 1688."35 

Those who helped William of Orange invade have been in leadership positions since. "Those 
who had aided William's invasion were well-rewarded; they have been the wealthiest families 
in England since."36 "Despite the fact that mobility between the social classes from one 
generation to another has increased since the principle of free and compulsory secondary 
education was established, family background remains fundamentally important in determining 
social class."37 One's family background determines what schools one can go to, and that in turn 
determines what occupation one can get into. Britishers that come to the U.S. enjoy the seeming 
lack of a hereditary elitism, their aristocracy that is so oppressive and pervasive in British life.38 

America's hereditary aristocracy is much less visible than Britain's. Indeed, few American 
realize the enormous hereditary links between America's leadership and the original powerful 
New England families.39 Also unknown are the connections between the America's aristocracy 
and William of Orange and those powerful men who helped him.40 The Jewish bankers of 
Amsterdam financed William of Orange. The most influential act of William was to create the 
Bank of England in 1694. 

Men who have been permitted to be play large roles in the Bank of England have been near 
the center of power. They and their decendents have played important roles in Canadian and 
American history. For instance, the Duke of Marlborough, an early large stockholder in the Bank 
of England became the Governor of the Hudson Bay Company. Remember, that the Hudson Bay 
Company ruled over more land in North America at the time of the Revolution than all of the 
18 British North American colonies combined. 

According to Mullins, every ruling house of Europe today, whether in or out of power, are 
direct descendents of King William of Orange. 

FRANCE 
Recently, documentation has come out in France exposing the Establishment-supported 

doctored history.   A wealth of documentation is being given the French people that the French 



revolution was created by an anti-French minority who set about the deliberate destruction of 
3.5 million Frenchmen. These same murderers, through their descendents, remain in power today. 

"This mystery group, all linked by their membership in the Grand Orient, a major Masonic 
secret order, has ruled France for the last 200 years. It has created an omnipresent bureaucracy 
and police network to keep the general populace in line. It was on this system that Lenin and 
Trotsky patterned their own Bolshevik reign of terror, resulting in the deaths of 50 million 
people."41 

At the end of W.W. II, under the disguise of taking care of collaborators with the Germans, 
the Grand Orient Masons went after every one on their hate list. One and a quarter million 
Frenchmen were killed at the end of W.W. II by the Masons. Most had had nothing to do with 
the Germans, they were simply enemies of the Grand Orient Masons. Women were paraded 
naked in the streets heads shaven, before being tortured to death. Men were shot like dogs. 
Children were tied to posts and shot. Sisley Huddleston's rare book France, the Tragic Years tells 
the story of this recent masonic butchery. 

The Grand Orient in spite of all the Masonic propoganda to the public, maintains a close 
working relationship with the American and British lodges. The Alpina Lodge in Switzerland 
serves as a switchboard for the various groups of Masons. 

MEXICO 
From the Masonic reference book 10,000 Famous Freemasons we learn of the Masonic 

memberships of the following  Presidents 
of Mexico: Jose de la Cruz Porfirio Diaz, 1877-80, 1884-1911, 
Manuel Gonzalez 1880-84, Miguel Aleman, 1947-52. From the Scottish Rite New Age 
Magazine, (June '1963) p. 53, we learn President of Mexico Cardenas Obregon was a Mason. It 
is clear why the Mexican governments in the past have been so anti-Catholic, they have been 
as Masonic controlled in Mexico as in the United States. 
A CONCENTRATION OF POWER 

Power in America and Great Britian is concentrated within a small sphere of elites. Not only 
do these elites control political decisions, but they run the financial institutions, the corporations, 
the news, the oil companies, and other centers of power. There is a tremendous amount of 
interlocking directorates of the various types of institutions. For instance, an international banker 
might also run oil companies, transportation companies, communication companies, foundations, 
universities, and hold some political office. This is not a new concept for those who have studied 
who actually makes the decisions in our society. What may come as a surprise to some though 
is that this elite is not an aggregation of individuals, but in general is a group. It is a group of 
men who by virtue of their relationship to the New World Order have access to the institutions 
that will allow them to progress to prominence. In other words, people do not solely become 
powerful because they have sparkling personalities, valuable skills, ambition, etc. but also 
because of their position relative to the power structure of the New World Order. 

Power is an attribute of roles within the New World Order, and is not an attribute of 
individuals. George Bush has power due to his role within the New World Order, not because 
he personally is such a powerful personality, but because he and his family play an important 
role. 

The Rothschild family, for instance, is an institution that is acutely aware of its role and its 
power. The Rothschild family has been very interested in genetic engineering and the raising of 
superior beings through genetics. Hitler, one of their illegitimate offspring did important research 
for them concerning genetics. The Rothschild family raises illegitimate offspring whose parents 
have been genetically matched. One of the names that they like to give their illegitimate family 



members is Bauer (also Bower) which was their original family name before Rothschild was 
adopted. 

Although it was the original intention of this Author to show how the power of the various 
institutions such as banking, television, politics, oil and gas, utilities, etc. are concentrated in the 
control of a small group of elites, I have opted instead to simply provide a few suggested sources 
for the reader to study. 

FOR FURTHER STUDY FOR THE READER: 

Who's Running America? by Thomas R. Dye and Florida State University. This book was not the 
creation of some foundation grant, but developed out of a graduate seminar at FSU. This is one 
of the most exceptionally well-written well-researched books to instruct the public about the elite 
that controls their lives. Highly recommended for someone who wants more nitty-gritty details 
than this book provides. The book is a systematic look at the various areas of power. Don't 
expect any secrets to be revealed, the book's contents are not extremely controversial. Be Wise 
As Serpents goes beyond Who's Running America and reveals the secret groups such MJ-12 and 
the policy committee of the Bilderbergers who really make the decisions. 

The Energy Cartel, Who Runs The American Oil Industry by Norman Medvin. This book exposes 
the unchecked concentration of power that allows the elite through joint ventures and 
interlocking directorates, insurance companies, and hugh banks, etc. to have worldwide control 
of energy resources. It happens that the elite that The Energy Cartel portray are not interested 
in the general welfare of the world's people, but for the control of the world for their New World 
Order. The book states that its main purpose "is to show that popularly held assumptions about 
vigorous competition in the oil industry are false."(p. 3) It is clearly shown that an elite of less 
than a dozen members control the America's (and the world's) energy. 

The Money Lenders by Anthony Sampson. This book gives a good look at the world of the 
International Bankers. Although this book is not an expose, its excellent information does bring 
the power of International Banking into clear view.   It describes how the world including the 
communist world is in hock to the elite of the International Bankers. 
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